
Strategic Planning Committee 
July 14, 2019 Meeting No. 114 

Southwest Power Pool 
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Monday, July 14, 2019 
Hilton Des Moines Downtown – New Orleans, LA 

•  M I N U T E S  •  

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 
The meeting was called to order by Larry Altenbaumer (Director) at 3:30 p.m. Members present included: 
Jim Eckelberger (Director); Harry Skilton (Director); Mike Wise (GSEC); Les Evans (KEPCO); Dennis 
Florom (LES); Traci Bender (NPPD); Bill Grant (Xcel); John Olsen (Evergy); Rob Janssen (Dogwood); 
and by phone Richard Ross (AEP). SPP Staff included Nick Brown, Barbara Sugg, Michael Desselle, 
Bruce Rew, Lanny Nickell, Carl Monroe, and Joshua Phillips. Other guests participated in person or via 
phone (Attendance – Attachment 1).    
 
Larry Altenbaumer opened the meeting by reviewing the agenda and requesting adoption of the January 
16, 2019 SPC meeting minutes.  A motion to approve the minutes was made by Harry Skilton and 
seconded by Mike Wise.  The minutes were subsequently approved. 

Agenda Item 2 – Transmission Planning Discussion – Estimating Value 
Larry opened the discussion of value of transmission by indicating the Value and Affordability Task Force 
(VATF) has been studying the value of transmission, how to calculate and communicate it, and how to 
increase the confidence in the planning process. As a result, this presentation was to provide an overview 
to the SPC of the value of the transmission that has been built and the consideration for future 
transmission planning. The presentation highlighted that every $1 invested in the transmission built 
through the study resulted in $3.50 of benefits for consumers. The committee discussed the value of 
considering probabilistic planning more so than deterministic planning. Discussion will continue within the 
VATF. 

Agenda Item 3 – Strategic Planning Retreat Follow-up 
Barbara Sugg presented a review of the strategic planning retreat that occurred in May. She shared the 
collection of responses to a request that had been made by Larry during the retreat.  This request 
specifically asked all parties to share their thoughts about SPP’s vision, highest priority strategic 
initiatives, and strategic planning process improvement ideas.  The SPC discussed and agreed the 
synopsis was appropriate for the future direction of the SPC in its strategic planning process.  This 
information will be shared with the Board and Members Committee in the July Board meeting.   

Agenda Item 4 – Strategic Planning Committee 2020 Planning Process 
Larry Altenbaumer presented the 2020/2021 process for the SPC’s development of the new strategic 
plan.  The committee discussed the timelines found in the SPC retreat summary report. No changes were 
recommended to the proposal. 

Agenda Item 5 – Discussion of Future Meetings 
Larry Altenbaumer presented the future meeting schedule.  The next meeting is scheduled for October 
16th and 17th at the SPP Corporate Center, with a focus on the HITT recommendations.  A fall planning 
meeting is also scheduled for November 11th and 12th at NextEra’s headquarters in Florida.  
 
The meeting was adjourned by the chair at 4:59 P.M. 
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Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
Barbara Sugg 
Secretary 



 

Antitrust:  SPP strictly prohibits use of participation in SPP activities as a forum for engaging in practices or communications that 

violate the antitrust laws.  Please avoid discussion of topics or behavior that would result in anti-competitive behavior, including but 

not limited to, agreements between or among competitors regarding prices, bid and offer practices, availability of service, product 

design, terms of sale, division of markets, allocation of customers or any other activity that might unreasonably restrain competition. 

 

 

Southwest Power Pool, Inc. 

STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Monday, July 15, 2019 

Hilton – Des Moines, IA 
 

•  A G E N D A •  

3:30 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. 

 

1. Call to Order and Administrative Items ................................................................................ Larry Altenbaumer (5) 

2. Transmission Planning Discussion – Estimating Value ................................................................ Lanny Nickell (30) 

3. Strategic Planning Retreat Follow-up ................................................................................. Larry Altenbaumer (30) 

a. Retreat Summary 

b. Responses to Retreat Questions 

4. Strategic Planning Committee 2020 Planning Process ....................................................... Larry Altenbaumer (15) 

5. Discussion of Future Meetings ........................................................................................... Larry Altenbaumer (10) 

a. October 16-17 – SPP Campus – Little Rock, AR  

b. TENTATIVE: November 11-12 -  NextEra – West Palm Beach, FL    

c. 2020 Meeting Schedule Discussion 

 



 
Strategic Planning Committee 
January 16, 2019 Meeting No. 113 
 

Southwest Power Pool 
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE MEETING 

Wednesday, January 16, 2019 
Doubletree New Orleans – New Orleans, LA 

•  M I N U T E S  •  

Agenda Item 1 – Administrative Items 
The meeting was called to order by Larry Altenbaumer (Director) at 8:00 a.m. Members present included: 
Jim Eckelberger (Director), Harry Skilton (Director), Mike Wise (GSEC), Les Evans (KEPCO), Dennis 
Florom (LES), Mike Risan (BEPC), Traci Bender (NPPD), Bill Grant (Xcel), Jim Jacoby as proxy for 
Richard Ross (AEP), and, by phone, John Olsen (WR/Evergy), Rob Janssen (Dogwood), and Ray Wahle 
(MRES). A proxy was granted to Les Evans by Rob Janssen for the afternoon session. SPP Staff 
included Barbara Sugg, Michael Desselle, Nick Brown, Lanny Nickell, Carl Monroe, Paul Suskie, Dustin 
Smith, Charles Yeung, Keith Collins, and Joshua Phillips. Other guests participated in person or via 
phone (Attendance and Proxies – Attachment 1).    
 
Larry Altenbaumer opened the meeting by reviewing recent changes to the Strategic Planning Committee 
(SPC). Larry welcomed Barbara Sugg as the new Staff Secretary and Mike Wise as the Vice Chair on the 
Strategic Planning Committee.  The October 18, 2018 SPC meeting minutes (Minutes – Attachment 2) 
were adopted following a motion by Dennis Florom, seconded by Les Evans. 

Agenda Item 2 – Review of Past Action Items 
Barbara Sugg indicated that the previous action items of Carl Monroe to report on NITS validation efforts 
at January 2019 meeting and Staff to draft/post accomplishments and goals for 2018 SPC Self-
Assessment will be addressed on today’s agenda as items three and nine, respectively.  

Agenda Item 3 – NITS Validation (SPC Action Item Follow up) 
Carl Monroe presented a report on NITS Data Submission Validation (NITS Data Validation - Attachment 
3). The report highlighted the two types of markets at SPP (Transmission and the Integrated 
Marketplace), and the differences between the settlement mechanics in these two markets.  The 
participants discussed requirements for data submission responsibility, data quality/accuracy, granularity, 
and referenced the educational benefits that occurred through the Behind the Meter Task Force. Carl 
indicated legally the Transmission Customer is responsible for reporting its load, but this information may 
be provided by meter agents. He pointed out there are standards for the quality of the meters, however it 
is possible to have calibration issues that require adjustment to the settlement.  SPP can also validate the 
data through calculations with the state estimator. The question regarding granularity of generation 
reported was raised, and at what level of granularity is required.  An action item was noted for staff to 
work with interested members to identify any tariff changes based on concerns about behind the meter 
generations and any additional improvements and/or requirements for meter data submission to improve 
NITS data accuracy. 

Agenda Item 4 – HITT Update 
Paul Suskie provided a review of the Holistic Integrated Tariff Team (HITT) efforts (HITT Update - 
Attachment 4).  Paul indicated that on January 3rd, SPP Staff emailed a solicitation for recommendations 
the HITT should consider including in its April report. Comments are due by close of business on January 
18th. This report will be provided to the Board in April. 
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Agenda Item 5 – EPA 111b 
Usha Turner, OGE, presented EPA Carbon Dioxide Standards for New Simple -Cycle Gas Turbines (EPA 
Presentation – Attachment 5).  Usha highlighted that while the rule mainly applied to the CO2 from new 
coal units the solicitation also requests comments on the need to allow more flexibility for the operation of 
Simple Cycle Combustion Turbines (SCCT). In the current rules SCCTs have a rolling 12-month 
efficiency-based generation output limit, if a unit exceeds this limit it must comply with CO2 rules 
applicable to a Combined Cycle unit.  She explained that it is not possible for a SCCT unit to comply with 
the emission levels of a Combined Cycle unit. Usha finished her presentation with a request that SPP 
provide comments upon the EPA solicitation which ends on February 21st.  An action item was noted for 
staff to provide draft comments to the EPA 111b rule-making at the January 2019 Board of Director’s 
meeting. 

Agenda Item 6 – Renewable Goals for Members 
Larry opened the discussion by pointing out that renewable goals in the SPP footprint and nationally are 
still increasing. While historically driven by regulatory policy, now companies are setting their own goals to 
increase their reliance on renewable energy.  The participants discussed SPP’s planning process and 
how these emerging goals are being incorporated.  Of note is the rapid increase in renewable generation 
being proposed in the coming years and whether this generation exists in the planning models and 
studies. It was pointed out better efficiencies are needed from the Generation Interconnection Task Force 
to allow companies to prepare more quickly for these changes.  Keith Collins, SPP MMU, pointed out that 
the SPC should also consider market design changes that could support the additional variability such as 
a Ramp Product. Carl indicated there is concern for the transmission system in addition to the current 
tools in the energy market since the resource adequacy of renewables varies from traditional generation. 
Mike Wise suggested that incentives for managing this shift be handled with market tools rather than 
arbitrarily assigning resource adequacy limits.  Bill Grant raised a concern regarding the units on the 
books for capacity credit as network resources not being utilized due to the capital cost of new generation 
compared to the existing generation whose costs had been recovered. Larry suggested this be an 
ongoing discussion item during the strategic planning efforts. 

Agenda Item 7 – Strategic Plan Status 
Michael Desselle provided a presentation and review of the SPC Scorecard (SPC Scorecard - 
Attachment 6).  He highlighted the strategic plan’s flexibility that was put in place to guide SPP with a set 
of signposts that are evaluated annually. He highlighted how the original signposts guided the SPC due to 
the impending regulations for 111d and 111b, and how the SPC continues to evaluate the signposts 
related to gas and electric considerations by regulatory bodies. Michael identified several successes 
including the Value Pricing effort and how it has led to the HITT and Import/Export Pricing Task Force as 
well as the Strategic Expansion effort and integration of the WAPA and the Integrated System. Larry 
shared his appreciation for the tracking effort and requested committee members consider if there are 
additional details needed from these reports. 

Agenda Item 8 – Value and Affordability Task Force 
Larry shared details regarding the upcoming Value and Affordability Task Force (VATF) meetings.  The 
VATF is a board task force consisting of the following members: Nick Brown (SPP), Larry Altenbaumer 
(Director), Julian Brix (Director), Bruce Scherr (Director), Holly Carias (MOPC liaison), Mike Wise (SPC 
liaison), Darrin Ives (Evergy), Jerry Peace (OGE), Jim Jacoby (AEP), Barbara Sugg (SPP) as staff 
secretary. Larry indicated that these meetings will not be open to the public but will be open to a 
representative from each member company.  The taskforce’s goal for the first meeting is to determine the 
objectives, process, and milestones for the coming year.  The first meeting will be held in New Orleans on 
January 30th from 8:00 a.m. – 12:00 p.m. 
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Agenda Item 9 – Planning and Development Session 
Larry shared that the industry is at an important junction for the next 5-15 years.  He asked the committee 
for its thoughts on how best to prepare. Suggestions for engaging external resources both within and 
outside of the electric industry for insights on potential changes in the electricity industry.  Mike Wise 
asked about how the role of the SPC may change to support the board in the future. Larry indicated the 
board would be an active advisor to the SPC, however the SPC would be responsible for the ongoing 
management and development of the strategic plan. The SPC would also promote the strategic policies 
then provide initiatives to the working groups for development of the details for implementation. During 
the SPC Scope (SPC Scope - Attachment 7) review, Dennis requested that the wording for SPC Scope 
Statement section (f) be modified to indicate “alignment” with the planning models. The participants 
reviewed the self-assessment (SPC Self-Assessment - Attachment 8) and survey comments (SPC 
Effectiveness Survey - Attachment 9).  Larry indicated there are changes underway to expand 
participation of the board and Members Committee in strategic planning for SPP. Larry will be sharing the 
concerns raised with the board and provide an update at the April meeting.  This will guide the 
engagement at the May retreat and set the SPC up for providing a new strategic plan to the board in July.  
An action was noted for staff to revise the SPC Scope Statement (f) to indicate “alignment” with the 
futures for transmission planning models. 

Agenda Item 10 – SPC Retreat Location 
Larry indicated this year’s retreat will be held at Big Cedar Lodge in Branson, MO.  Alternative locations 
will be considered for 2020. 

Agenda Item 11 – Future Meetings 
The next SPC meeting will be held on April 17th from 1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. in Tulsa. The meeting times for 
the July and October meetings will be Wednesdays 1:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. and Thursdays 8:00 a.m. – 
12:00 p.m., unless otherwise noted.  

Summary of Action Items 

• Staff to work with interested members to identify any tariff changes based on concerns about 
behind the meter generation and any additional improvements and/or requirements for meter data 
submission to improve NITS data accuracy. 

• Staff to provide draft comments to the EPA 111b rule-making at the January 2019 Board of 
Director’s meeting. 

• Staff to revise SPC Scope Statement (f) to indicate “alignment” with the futures for transmission 
planning models.  

 
Respectfully Submitted, 
 
 
 
Barbara Sugg 
Secretary 









Summary of 
Responses
Collected during May 2019 SPC Retreat
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Responses requested:

• What should the vision be for SPP for 
the next 5 years?

• List the top 3 strategic initiatives that 
SPP should actively pursue at this time.

• Provide specific recommendations that 
you believe will improve SPP’s Strategic 
Planning process.

2



What should be the vision for 
SPP for the next 5 years?

3



List the top 3 strategic initiatives 
that SPP should actively pursue at 
this time.

1. Expansion of SPP footprint

2. HITT

3. VATF

4. Expansion of services with SPP

5. Cyber Security

6. Battery Storage

7. Renewable Growth / Integration

8. Exporting Renewables 4



Provide specific recommendations 
that you believe will improve SPP’s 
Strategic Planning Process.

• Focus on Vision and Mission of SPP

• Conduct SWOT and Gap analyses

• Increase Board input

• Increase executive level input from 
member companies

• Create measurable goals, objectives and 
KPIs

• Achieve buy-in from all SPP stakeholders
5



Next Steps

• Discuss with SPP Board and Members 
Committee following the July 30 
BOD/MC meeting

• Establish a strategic planning process 
for 2020

6



Southwest Power Pool 
2019 Strategic Planning Retreat 

May 8-10, 2019 
•  Retreat Summary •  

 

The 2019 retreat was attended by all SPP officers and board members, except Mark Crisson, Darcy Ortiz, 
and Susan Certoma.  Also attending were the members of the Strategic Planning Committee, or their 
proxies, Tom Kent (NPPD) and Arkansas Commissioner Kim O’Guinn, President of the SPP Regional State 
Committee (RSC).  Additional guests included invited speakers, Mike O’Sullivan (NextEra), Joe 
McClelland (FERC), and Jim Hoecker (WIRES). 

Much of the retreat focused on activities currently underway within SPP, including HITT 
recommendations, the Value and Affordability Task Force (VATF) efforts, and progress with the existing 
SPP Strategic Plan objectives.  Significant time was also spent discussing the future of our industry with 
guest speakers sharing their perspectives.  And finally, a request was made by the SPC Chair, Larry 
Altenbaumer, for the participants to document their own responses to these 3 questions: 

1. What should be the vision for SPP for the next 5 years? 
2. List the Top 3 strategic initiatives that SPP should actively pursue at this time. 
3. Please provide specific recommendations that you believe will improve SPP’s Strategic Planning 

Process. 

The first full day of the conference kicked off at 8am on Thursday, May 9, with a brief discussion about 
the future of strategic planning at SPP with a request for all participants to begin considering how to 
respond to the 3 questions (above).  Mike O’Sullivan (NextEra) was the first guest speaker of the day.  
He provided a high-level overview of NextEra’s footprint and extensive investments in renewable energy 
resources.  Mike also shared his perspectives on the future of wind, solar and battery suggesting that 
companies look to couple investments in storage with investments in solar.  The group had a robust 
discussion about projections of renewable penetration in the US over the next decade. 

Larry Altenbaumer delivered a presentation on the future of the strategic planning process at SPP.  He 
reviewed SPP’s current Strategic Plan and the process for its development followed by a discussion of 
the proposed timeline for strategic planning between now and October 2020.  Larry also noted the need 
to understand the resource plan required to accomplish the initiatives currently slated for SPP prior to 
embarking on the creation of a new strategic plan.  He also stated, however, that steps can be taken 
now to advance the progress on existing strategic initiatives.  The group discussed the potential of 
revising SPP’s mission statement and offered considerations.  Proposed KPI’s were also discussed for 
measuring success with Value and Affordability, Member/Stakeholder Relationships, Operational 
Excellence, and Learning & Growth.  Additional suggested KPI’s related to ensuring value and 
sustainability of the Marketplace, with a long-term viewpoint.  (See Appendix A for more details about 
the 2020-2021 timeline for consideration.) 

RSC President Kim O’Guinn shared the draft operational objectives of the RSC.  In short, these objectives 
relate to the following: 



1. Cost Allocation: HITT – Issue No. 1B; Cost allocation for byway facilities in wind rich areas 
2. Financial Transmission Rights: HITT – Issue No. 1A and 2 related to any market changes that 

impact FTRs 
3. Integrated Marketplace and essential Reliability projects 
4. OMS/RSC Seams Liaison Committee 
5. Z2 Remand 

Kim indicated that her team would be conducting a gap analysis seeking feedback from SPP members on 
these objectives. 

Michael Desselle gave a presentation on the current status of the SPP Strategic Plan.  He also identified 
where the HITT recommendations overlap with both the Strategic Plan as well as the VATF efforts.   

Tom Kent (NPPD) and Rob Janssen (Dogwood Energy) delivered a presentation on the primary HITT 
recommendations. They suggested that the most impactful near-term recommendations relate to 
Congestion Hedging improvements, NRIS/ERIS modifications, decoupling Schedules 9 & 11 pricing zones, 
Byway cost allocation review process, and Z2 replacement.  They also identified which 
recommendations would be the most impactful on a longer-term horizon.  These included Essential & 
other reliability services, ERS/ORS compensation model, Cost allocation for transmission storage, and 
the need for a Storage white paper.  Tom and Rob discussed their proposed action plan which involves 
having the SPC oversee and track implementation of the HITT recommendations. (See Appendix B for the 
timeline for implementation plans to be brought to the SPP Board of Directors for approval.) The group 
discussed the desire for the MOPC education session in July 2019 to be used to review the plans for 
implementing the HITT recommendations in conjunction with the SPC and the individual SPP Working 
Groups. 

Jim Hoecker (WIRES) gave a presentation on Grid Modernization confirming that more transmission is 
needed to support the increasing focus on renewables in the US.  Jim shared historical trends as well as 
drivers for grid modernization including resource portfolio evolution, climate change, technological 
advances and electrification.  He concluded by suggesting that increasing inter-market and cross-
interconnect transfer capability become a national priority. 

Joe McClelland (FERC Office of Energy Infrastructure Security) shared data from several independent 
reports on cyber security (all of which have since been shared with the attendees).  He suggested that 
we search for ways to make our critical systems less critical, thus reducing the impact of a cyberattack.  
Joe shared non-classified international threat information regarding our industry and dependencies on 
other industries.  He encouraged all parties to consider methods to effectively “harden” field assets to 
aid in protecting against electro-magnetic pulse (EMP) attacks.  Joe commented on the need for board 
members to take a more hands-on approach to cyber security oversight, suggesting also that one or 
more board members should have secret or top-secret clearance.  Joe concluded his presentation with 3 
questions for board members to engage with their organizations and be prepared to answer: 

1. Do you know who the adversaries are, and the tools they’re using? 
2. Do you know what best practices can be used to stop the adversaries? 
3. Do you know what is most important to protect? 



The first day’s session was wrapped up following a quick update by Barbara Sugg on the efforts of the 
VATF. 

Day two began with continued dialogue about the HITT recommendations.  We discussed the relative 
priorities as well as the impact and effort to accomplish.  The July 2019 SPC meeting will be essential in 
determining oversight plans.  We ended this agenda item with a discussion about potential 
communication methods for the HITT recommendations (i.e. HITT 101).  

A follow-up discussion on the VATF efforts led to a discussion about whether to address the cost of 
transmission and the impact to our members as part of the VATF scope.  The group was divided on the 
subject.  We also talked about the need to gain some granularity related to the Value of Transmission 
study(s). 

The final discussion of the retreat was on the subject of SPP’s current Strategic Plan with increased focus 
on seams issues, resiliency, supporting the OMS/RSC collaborative, and western expansion.  The group 
reviewed and discussed the responses to the survey questions from Day 1 as well as discussing 
opportunities for SPP’s potential involvement in economic development and evaluating load growth and 
load management opportunities. 

Finally, a brief discussion of a November 2020 Strategic Planning retreat in Phoenix, Tucson, or Las Vegas 
was held.  No specific decisions were made. 

The meeting concluded at 11:00am, Friday May 10, 2019. 

  



Appendix A: Proposed timeline for strategic planning activities (2020 – 2021) 

 

 

 

  



Appendix B: Timeline for implementation plans to be brought to the SPP Board of Directors for approval 

 



Southwest Power Pool 

2019 Strategic Planning Retreat 

May 8-10, 2019 

•  Summary of Responses •  

 

As noted in the Strategic Planning Retreat summary, a request was made by the SPC and Board Chair 
Larry Altenbaumer for the participants to document their responses to the following questions. 

1. What should be the vision for SPP for the next 5 years? 
2. List the Top 3 strategic initiatives that SPP should actively pursue at this time. 
3. Please provide specific recommendations that you believe will improve SPP’s Strategic Planning 

Process. 

Summarized below are the responses to the questions above. 

1. What should be the Vision for SPP for the next five years? Shown below is a word cloud 
indicating the various keywords submitted.  The larger the word, the more often it appeared in 
the responses.          

    



2. Top Strategic Initiatives that SPP should actively pursue at this time.  The responses to this 
request are categorized below.  They are listed in order by the highest number of responses. 
 

a. Expansion of SPP footprint 

This strategic initiative appeared in the most responses from the SPC and Board.  From 
continuing to seek opportunities to provide services in the west to developing a western 
market and/or expanding the SPP footprint both east and west, the general consensus was 
that this would add tremendous value and benefit to SPP’s current stakeholders.  This 
expansion must be considered strategically and proactively while minimizing the cost to 
existing members. 

b. HITT 

Implementing the recommendations from the HITT was mentioned numerous times, second 
only to expansion of the SPP footprint.  Extra comments were noted in support of the 
highest impacting HITT recommendations. 

c. VATF 

With the increasing focus on Value and Affordability, the 3rd highest number of responses 
were in favor of implementing the ultimate recommendations to come from the VATF.  
Comments suggested focusing on how to communicate the value as well as seeking to 
implement efficiencies in processes and overall organizational effectiveness. 

d. Expansion of Services within SPP 

The next highest number of comments related to the desire to expand the services provided 
by SPP to its members.  No specific services were mentioned, however there appeared by be 
a desire to expand services that ultimately enhance member value and/or provide regional 
benefit to consumers. 

e. Cyber Security 

Multiple responses indicated the need for SPP to continue to focus on Cyber Security, 
focusing on the greatest threats to our industry while also providing leadership to the SPP 
members in advancing best practices. 

f. Battery Storage 

As Battery Storage becomes more cost effective to consider, the comments suggest that SPP 
take a lead role in the application of storage technology.  Additional recommendations 
included developing actionable resource adequacy steps and criteria for the use of batteries 
in meeting capacity obligation. 

g. Renewable Growth / Integration 

The next highest number of responses suggested that SPP focus on better integration of 
renewables in the resource mix.  Comments included requests to modify the planning 



process to promote locational development of renewable energy sources and assigning 
costs where they belong. 

h. Exporting Renewables 

The need to resolve issues that prevent the export of our renewable or other low-cost 
generation was mentioned in several responses.  There was also a suggestion of considering 
cost allocation for exporting renewable generation to load centers east of SPP. 

 

3. Please provide specific recommendations that you believe will improve SPP’s Strategic 
Planning Process 

In reviewing the responses to this request, there was a general consensus that there be an 
effort to focus on SPP’s vision and mission with consideration of modifying SPP’s mission 
statement. The suggestion to conduct a SWOT analysis and a gap analysis was mentioned in 
multiple responses.  Several responses indicated a favorable mindset with regard to the 
increased input by the SPP Board of Directors in the overall strategic planning process. 
Likewise, there were several suggestions that SPP seek to increase the input from member 
companies, specifically from CEOs and executives.  There were a few suggestions around 
creating measurable goals and objectives with accompanying KPI’s.  And finally there were 
multiple recommendations to achieve buy-in on the strategic plan from all SPP stakeholders.  



TRANSMISSION 
INVESTMENT IN SPP
REPORT TO SPC

Lanny Nickell
VP, Engineering
July 15, 2019
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Agenda

2

• SPP Transmission Planning Overview

• ITP Benefit Metrics

• Value of Transmission

• Increasing Confidence in Planning Decisions



SPP TRANSMISSION 
PLANNING 
OVERVIEW
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SPP Regional Planning
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Transmission Investment Decisions
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SPP-Directed Transmission Investment
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ITP BENEFIT 
METRICS
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SPP Benefit Metrics
Adjusted Production Cost (APC)

 Emission Rates and Values

 Ancillary Service Needs and Production Costs

Benefits of Mandated Reliability Projects

Mitigation of Transmission Outage Costs

Capacity Cost Savings due to Reduced On-Peak Transmission Losses

Increased Wheeling Through and Out Revenues

Marginal Energy Losses Benefits

Avoided or Delayed Reliability Projects

Benefits from Meeting Public Policy Goals



Non-Monetized Benefit Metrics

• Reduced Costs of Extreme Events

• Reduced Loss of Load Probability

• Capital Savings from Reduced Minimum Required Margin

• Increased competition and liquidity

• Unhedged zonal congestion benefits (due to limited zone-internal 
ARRs)

• Benefit of additional ARR availability to hedge imports from other 
zones

• Reduced cycling of base load units

• Value gap of transactions between SPP zones

• Mitigation of weather& load uncertainty

• Mitigation of renewables-uncertainty costs

• Economic benefit from cost-effective location of renewable 
resource to meet renewable energy targets

9



40-Year Benefit/Cost Assessment
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• Costs = NPV of ATRRs 
depreciated over 40 years



2019 ITP SCOPE

• Future 1:  Reference Case

• Future 2:  Emerging Technologies
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Year 5 Year 10 Year 5 Year 10 
Energy Demand Growth 

Rates
As submitted in load 

forecast

Fossil Fuel Retirements
Age-Based 60+, subject 

to stakeholder input
Distributed Generation 

(Solar)
As submitted in load 

forecast +300 MW +500 MW

Solar (GW) ~.25 3 5 4 7
Wind (GW) ~18 24.2 24.6 27 30

Drivers

Key Assumptions
Year 2 

Reference Case Emerging Technologies

Total Renewable Capacity

As submitted in load 
forecast

As submitted in load 
forecast

Increased due to electric 
vehicle growth

Age-Based 60+, subject 
to stakeholder input

Age-based 60+
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Planned Annual Energy (2029)
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2020 ITP Scope
• 2020 ITP scope similar to the 2019 ITP scope 

 Future 1:  Reference Case
 Future 2:  Emerging Technologies

• Specific adjustments made to drivers shown below

13
*Resource Addition Requests (RARs) defined in ITP Manual Section 2.2.1.4 

Year 5 Year 10 Year 5 Year 10 

Fossil Fuel Retirements

Coal: Age-based 56+ , 
Gas/Oil:  Age-based 50+, 

subject to generator 
owner review

Storage None

Solar (GW) Existing + RARs* 4 7 5 9
Wind (GW) Existing + RARs* 26 28 30 33

20% of projected solar
Total Renewable Capacity

Coal: Age-based 56+ , 
Gas/Oil:  Age-based 50+, 
subject to repowering or 

emissions upgrades

Drivers

Key Assumptions
Year 2 

Reference Case Emerging Technologies

Coal: Age-based 56+ , 
Gas/Oil:  Age-based 50+, 

subject to generator 
owner review

35% of projected solar



VALUE OF 
TRANSMISSION 
STUDY
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Value of Transmission Study
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• Evaluated 348 projects from 2012-14, 
representing $3.4B of transmission 
investment

• NPV of associated costs is $4.8B while 
benefits are expected to exceed 
$16.6B over 40 years.

For every $1 of transmission 
investment made in 2012-2014, 
SPP expects at least $3.50 of 
benefit to be provided to rate-
payers



SPP-Directed Transmission Investment
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Projects included in VOT
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• Balanced Portfolio (Studied B/C of 1.87)

• Priority Projects (Studied B/C of 1.12-1.78)

• 2012, 2013, 2014 ITPNT

• 2006-2010 STEP

• 2011-2012 DPA

• GI

• 2006-2012 ATSS



VOT Metrics and 40-Year NPVs
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• Adjusted Production Cost (APC) 
Savings1 ($10,470M)

• Benefits of Mandated Reliability 
Projects ($2,166M)

• Benefits of Deferred/Avoided 
Reliability Projects ($105M)

• Resource Adequacy Benefits ($1,354M)

• Generation Capacity Cost Savings from 
Reduced Losses1 ($92M)

• Energy Savings from Reduced 
Transmission Losses2

• Increased Transmission Wheeling 
Revenues1 ($1,133M)

• Benefits from Optimal Wind 
Development ($1,283M)

1Applicable year included in SPP Value Statement.
2Not explicitly calculated, reflected in the APC Savings determination.



VOT Metrics -Yearly Values
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1Average of 34 daily re-runs of DA and RT markets, using highest and lowest production cost 
days in each season
2ATRR of reliability projects, assumed 2% reduction in planning reserve margin (beginning 
in 2017) and benefits of reliability projects avoided due to the Priority Projects
3Revenues received from additional firm PTP service sold
4Reduced generating capacity costs from peak-hour loss reduction of 43MW 
5Avoided investment ($22M) and associated local transmission costs ($77M) from 5 GW of 
higher quality wind development 

YEAR APC1 RELIABILITY2 WHEELING3 ON-PEAK 
LOSSES4

OPTIMAL 
WIND5

TOTAL 
BENEFITS

COSTS 
(ATRR)

2014 241.4 199.9 31.3 4.0 99.0 575.6 316.4
2015 265.5 231.4 43.3 4.1 99.0 643.3 501.3
2016 292.1 225.6 55.3 4.4 99.0 676.4 488.8
2017 321.3 328.3 67.3 4.6 99.0 820.4 476.6
2018 353.4 328.4 79.2 4.8 99.0 864.8 464.6
2019 388.7 325.6 91.2 5.0 99.0 909.6 453.0
2020 427.6 323.0 91.5 5.3 99.0 946.4 441.7
2021 470.4 320.6 91.7 5.6 99.0 987.3 430.7
2022 517.4 323.6 92.0 5.8 99.0 1037.8 419.9
2023 569.1 326.8 92.3 6.1 99.0 1093.3 409.4
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Usage of SPP Approved Metrics

SPP Metric ITP
Value of 

Trans
SPP Value 
Statement

Adjusted Production Cost (APC)

Benefits of mandated reliability projects

Mitigation of transmission outage costs

Capacity cost savings due to reduced on-peak transmission losses

Increased wheeling revenues

Reduced marginal energy losses

Avoided or delayed reliability projects

Benefits from meeting public policy goals

Reduced costs of extreme events

Reduced loss-of-load probability

Capital savings from reduced minimum required margin

Increased competition and liquidity

Unhedged zonal congestion benefits (due to limited zone-internal ARRs)

Benefit of additional ARR availability to hedge imports from other zones

Reduced cycling of base load units

Value gap of transactions between SPP zones

Mitigation of weather& load uncertainty

Mitigation of renewables-uncertainty costs

Economic benefit from cost-effective location of renewable resources



INCREASING 
CONFIDENCE IN 
PLANNING 
DECISIONS
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Planning Confidence Options

• SPP has previously assessed using probabilistic planning 
approaches, most recently in 2013

• About $275,000 was estimated to research and develop 
probabilistic planning concepts

• Nearly $2M to develop/implement systems & advanced methods
• SPP has performed select sensitivities on final portfolio during 

ITP assessments, including:
• Wind ranges
• Gas price ranges
• Load growth ranges
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Planning Confidence Options
• Increase minimum B/C threshold required for 

approval up to 1.25
• Provides a “fudge” factor to protect against inaccurate 

assumptions that could lead to bad investment
• Could prevent good investment decisions from being made
• Doesn’t accurately account for changes from current 

planning expectations
• Reduce financial analysis time frame

• Reduces dependence on escalation assumptions needed 
for extrapolating results from current system models

• Doesn’t accurately account for changes from current 
planning expectations

• Perform more frequent assessments using real-time 
data, much like the VOT study

• Real-time data provides more accuracy in current value of 
planning decisions 

• Doesn’t account for changes in future system usage



# Status Initiative Staff Priority Stakeholders

1.1 Integration of Variable Energy Bruce A MOPC (TF)

1.2 Security Resilience Barbara, Michael, Tom A OC

1.3 Reliability Excellence Michael B MOPC (RCWG/SPCWG/OTWG)

1.4 Regional Resource Needs Michael, Bruce, Paul A SPC

2.1 ARR/TCR Feasibility Lanny A MOPC

2.2 Optimization Strategies for the Future Lanny B SPC

2.3 Value Pricing Michael/Carl A SPC/MOPC

3.1 Transmission (Seams) Carl A MOPC (SSC)

3.2 Optimize Market Efficiencies Along Seams Carl A MOPC (SSC)

3.3 Optimize Natural Gas Pipeline System Seams Bruce B MOPC (GECTF)

4.1 Communication Strategy on Value and AffordabilityMike A SPC

4.2 PMO Best Practice and Rigor Michael B FC/MOPC

4.3 Strategic Membership Expansion Michael/Carl/Paul A SPC

1. Reliability 
Assurance 

2. Optimized 
Transmission

3.Interdependent 
Systems

4. Enhance Member 
Value

Strategic Plan Progress Metric
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Integration of Variable Energy
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